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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a new corpus, CoCoPops: The Co-

ordinated Corpus of Popular Musics. The corpus can be

considered a “meta corpus” in that it both extends and com-

bines two existing corpora—the widely-used McGill Bill-

board corpus the and RS200 corpus. Both the McGill Bill-

board corpus and the RS200 contain expert harmonic an-

notations using different encoding schemes and each rep-

resent harmony in fundamentally different ways: Billboard

using a root-quality representation and the RS200 using

Roman numerals. By combining these corpora into a uni-

fied format, using the well-known **kern and **harm

representations, we aim to facilitate research in computa-

tional musicology, which is frequently burdened by cor-

pora spread across multiple encoding formats. The format

will also facilitate cross-corpus comparison with the large

body of existing works in **kern format. For a 100-song

subset of the CoCoPops-Billboard collection, we also pro-

vide participant ratings of continuous valence and arousal

ratings, along with the RMS (Root Mean Square) signal

level and associated timestamps. In this paper we describe

the corpus and the procedures used to create it.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 2011, Burgoyne et al. [1] introduced a dataset that

would have a lasting influence in the ISMIR community:

the McGill Billboard corpus, a set of expert harmonic

analyses of commercial pop songs. This dataset—and

the Harte [2] standard for encoding chord symbols that

it adopted—has become a standard in the MIR commu-

nity, for example, being used as training and testing data

in the MIREX competition for Audio Chord Estimation

since 2008. Around the same time, Trevor de Clercq and

David Temperley independently created another rock mu-

sic dataset—the RS200 corpus—which would ultimately

consist of 200 harmonic and melodic transcriptions [3, 4];

Though perhaps less well known in the MIR community,

their corpus has been the basis for several computational
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musicology papers [4]. While other datasets of popular-

style music harmony have been released (e.g., Isophon-

ics [2]), the Billboard and RS200 datasets stand out for

their use of experts to encode the annotations, the rigor of

their sampling methodologies, and the detail of their pro-

cedural documentation.

The field of computational musicology suffers from

perennial data scarcity [5]; What few symbolic corpora

exist are largely biased towards Western classical music

[6], which is relatively easy to digitize due to its basis

in notated scores. Unlike classical music, popular music

must generally be transcribed from audio recordings, with

melody transcription being a particularly time-consuming

task. Although more open-source data can be found (e.g.,

crowd-sourced arrangements from www.musescore.com)

and MIR algorithms for tasks such as source separation and

automatic transcription are improving, both procedures are

prone to high levels of error that is undesirable for either

computational music analysis or training machine learning

models [6]. The RS200 is still the only major corpus of

expert melodic transcriptions of popular music; the pair-

ing of these melodic transcriptions with harmonic analyses

affords sophisticated analysis of tonality in popular music.

In this paper we present a corpus which extends the Bill-

board corpus to include expert-transcribed melodies for a

sizable subset of the original corpus (214 songs presently).

By adding melodic transcriptions to an existing corpus of

harmonic annotations (the Billboard corpus), we create a

dataset fully comparable to the RS200. We also trans-

late both the Billboard and RS corpora into humdrum data

formats, creating two comparable datasets which together

form a super-corpus we call the Coordinated Corpus of

Popular Music (CoCoPops). In addition to melodic and

harmonic transcriptions, CoCoPops includes entirely new

annotations of rhyme schemes in both subcorpora and con-

tinuous valence and arousal ratings in a 100-song subset.

Like the When In Rome project [7], CoCoPops aims to fa-

cilitate musicological and MIR research by making a large

body of data available in a consistent, standard format. In

the sections that follow, we describe in detail the original

two datasets that CoCoPops is built on, the procedures we

used to generate new data, and the content of CoCoPops.
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Figure 1. Sample annotation file from the original McGill

Billboard corpus (“Honky Tonk Woman,” The Rolling

Stones).

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 The McGill Billboard Corpus

The McGill Billboard [1] corpus contains annotations of

739 1 unique songs, all sampled from the Billboard Hot

100 charts between 1958 (when Billboard magazine be-

gan publishing this chart) and 1991. The authors used a

stratified sampling procedure to gather as representative a

sample as possible, sampling a (roughly) equal number of

songs from each of three “eras” (60s, 70s, 80s) while also

accounting for chart position (1–100).

The McGill Billboard transcription process involved

a team of more than two dozen people, included “audi-

tions to identify musicians with sufficient skill to transcribe

reliably and efficiently,” and cost upwards of $20,000

[1]. The process included creating manual annotations of

the chords, formal sections (e.g., verse, chorus), phrases

(loosely defined), key(s), and meter in each sampled song,

conducted by two independent annotators. A third “meta-

annotator” compared the two versions for differences and

combined them into a single, final transcription.

The McGill Billboard chord annotations are encoded

using the representation scheme proposed by Harte in 2005

[8] and later expanded and revised in 2010 [2]. This rep-

resentation uses a syntax that is common in popular music

lead sheets, where chords are represented as a root note

with a set of intervals above the root, with the most com-

mon chord types given a list of shorthand symbols (e.g.,

C:maj, A:7). The McGill annotations are encoded in

plain-text files with line breaks representing new phrases,

each line tagged with the dominant instrument (or vocals)

in that phrase. An example of an original file from the

McGill Billboard corpus is shown in Figure 1. 2

2.2 The RS200 Corpus

The Rolling Stone corpus was first described in a paper

published in 2011 [3], initially dubbed the RS5x20 cor-

1 Note that a small subset has been withheld from the public to serve
as testing data for the MIREX competition.

2 A separate set of mirex text-files includes only the chords, but with
a timestamp for every chord.

pus. This original 100-song corpus (RS5x20) contained

harmonic annotations of the top 20 songs listed, for each of

five decades from the 1950s through the 1990s, on Rolling

Stone magazine’s list of the “500 Greatest Songs of All

Time” (as first published in 2004). The corpus was later

expanded to 200 songs (the RS200 corpus), and also added

melodic transcriptions for each song [4], making it the first

public corpus of expert melodic transcriptions of popular

music. Since the remaining 400 songs on Rolling Stone’s

list were not chronologically balanced, the second set of

100 songs was chosen based on rank position alone. While

the Billboard charts are based on commercial sales, the

Rolling Stone list was based on votes from experts (specif-

ically, “172 rock stars and leading authorities”). Although

one may suspect that these two corpora would substantially

overlap, in fact there are only fifteen songs in common.

The RS200 annotations are spread over multiple sep-

arate files per song: one with the timestamps, two with

the harmonic analyses (one per annotator), another with

the melody transcription, and (for an 80-song subset) a

fifth with lyrics. Unlike the Billboard corpus, the RS200

chords are annotated using Roman numerals; Similarly, the

melody transcriptions are encoded as scale-degree annota-

tions, with direction markers to clarify octave and contour.

Rhythmic durations are not encoded at all, only the timing

of note onsets: each measure of music is divided into regu-

lar steps representing metric positions, with notes placed at

steps indicating onsets and dots representing empty steps.

The number of steps per measure is dynamic, depending

on the meter and the lowest metric position needed to rep-

resent onsets in that measure. For instance, a measure that

contains only one note that arrives on the second half of the

first beat (e.g., the “and of 1”) requires division into eighth

notes, so that measure will have eight steps with only a

note at the fourth step and the rest dots. However, a mea-

sure with only a single note that lands on the downbeat can

be represented with just one token. Sample files from the

RS200 corpus can be seen in Figure 2.

2.3 Related Work

The most closely-related work to ours is another extension

to the McGill Billboard corpus by Christopher White et

al. [9], which adds timbral and textural annotations to the

entire Billboard corpus. Annotators of this corpus listened

to the songs and notated “all moments of change” within

each track according to three broad categories: the “do-

main” of change (such as the instrument group, harmony,

lyrics, texture, etc.); the “genera” of each change within the

relevant domain (such as a change to “solo” within a tex-

ture category); and an “event type” which solely denotes

one of three options: a change, entry, or exit. We intend to

work with the authors for a future release of CoCoPops to

incorporate this textural and timbral information as well.

A major drawback of both the Billboard and Rolling

Stone samples is their overwhelming bias towards music

from before 1991. Two recent projects have sought to right

this imbalance by creating corpora of more modern pop-

ular music to complement the Billboard sample: White et
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Figure 2. Sample annotation files from the RS200 corpus (“Whole Lotta Love,” Led Zeppelin). The image shows three

files overlaid on top of each other from left to right: timestamps of each measure, key and chord annotations, and melody

transcription.

al. [10] introduce the “Millenial corpus,” a dataset of expert

melodic transcriptions of twenty five popular songs written

between 2015 and 2019. Beach and Arthur [6] created a

much larger corpus of popular songs with annotations, al-

though their annotations are derived algorithmically from

the audio, and are quite noisy.

Our aim to combine two existing corpora into a single,

homogeneous dataset is inspired by Mark Gotham’s “when

in Rome” project [7], which merges and reformats several

existing classical corpora with Roman numeral annotations

into a single collection in a common format. Our project

to gather valence and arousal data for the Billboard sam-

ple was similarly inspired by the DEAM dataset: a dataset

containing dynamic annotations of valence and arousal for

1,809 non-copyrighted (Creative Commons license) songs

and song excerpts [11]. The majority of these annota-

tions are of short excerpts (≈ 45s) across numerous mu-

sical styles (folk, world, jazz, instrumental, pop); however,

the dataset also includes ratings for 56 complete songs,

which provide the most valuable information, according

to the creators [11]. In addition, the quality of the audio

recordings (and the musical content) in the DEAM sam-

ple is highly variable, as these recordings do not represent

professionally published works. Our valence- and arousal-

ratings for 100 complete, successful, commercial record-

ings will serve as a useful complement to the DEAM sam-

ple.

3. CORPUS OVERVIEW

The CoCoPops corpus consists of two collections: the Bill-

board and RS200 subcorpora. Each collection contains one

file per song. In the CoCoPops-Billboard collection, all

739 of the original McGill Billboard files have an equiv-

alent humdrum file. The contents of each file, however,

vary: All 739 files contain all the originally encoded infor-

mation (chords, keys, formal section labels, timestamps,

phrase information) from the original McGill dataset, but

all converted to humdrum format, and with a significant

number of corrections (see Section 5). At present, 214 out

of the 739 files include new expert melodic and lyric tran-

scriptions, as well as an encoding of the rhyme scheme;

100 of those 214 songs also contain continuous user rat-

ings of valence and arousal, as well as rolling RMS (root

mean square) amplitude values of the audio, to approxi-

mate the changing sound level of the music—both sam-

pled at a rate of 2Hz . A sample CoCoPops-Billboard file

is shown in Figure 3. In the CoCoPops-RS200 collec-

tion, each file contains the information originally spread

over separate files—e.g., melody, harmony, time stamps,

lyrics—in a single humdrum file. Unlike the original Bill-

board annotations which used Harte’s encoding scheme

(i.e., root+quality), the RS200 were originally annotated

with Roman numerals. To facilitate analysis, we provide

both types of harmonic annotations in both collections. In

addition, since the original RS200 contained two indepen-

dent transcriptions of the harmony, each CoCoPops-RS200

file includes two Roman numeral annotations (i.e., two

**harm spines) side-by-side. Eighty of the files also in-

clude lyrics and syllable stress information.

The humdrum syntax is a plain-text format for repre-

senting musical information, organized into tab-delineated

columns—called “spines”—representing different streams

of data [12] (see www.humdrum.org for more informa-

tion). Within the general humdrum syntax, various spe-

cific representation schemes can be defined 3 : Two of the

most common representation schemes include the widely-

known **kern representation of pitch information, the

**silbe representation of lyrics, and the **harm repre-

sentation of harmonic information in Roman-numeral for-

mat. Other relevant representations for the present collec-

tions include **harte—a humdrum representation for

root+quality-style harmonic annotations (near-identical to

the original annotation scheme used in the McGill Bill-

board corpus. This scheme is based on the syntax proposed

by Chris Harte [2, 8] and the humdrum representation is

described in Arthur et al. [13]); and **rhyme—a repre-

sentation for rhyme schemes [14].

In the following sections we describe our procedures

for gathering new data (e.g., melodic transcriptions), and

3 Chapter 18 of the Humdrum User Guide illustrates how to create new
humdrum representations.
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Figure 3. Sample file from the CoCoPops corpus. This file (“Sweet Nothins,”, Brenda Lee) includes the original McGill

Billboard information alongside new melody and lyric information. Files in the valence and arousal subset (see Section 6)

include three additional spines.

how we converted the preexisting datasets into humdrum

formats.

4. MELODY TRANSCRIPTION

In the early stages of our project, we worked with four col-

laborators 4 to define transcription guidelines which could

be applied consistently. We elected to transcribe only vo-

cal parts, with focus on the “lead” vocal melody in each

song—however, we agreed to encode important vocal har-

monies or other “backing” vocals as needed. The vo-

cal performances in the sample are often challenging to

transcribe, including unpitched or quasi-pitched vocals,

“blue” notes, glissandi, loose rhythms, and syncopation.

Our goal was to create readable transcriptions using con-

ventional musical syntax (beat positions, durations, notes)

rather than mechanical, empirical terms (milliseconds, F0,

etc.). This requires significant interpretation and quantiza-

tion; However, we took care to not over-simplify melodies

such that they became melodic reductions. Our transcrip-

tions generally interpret rhythms using a 16th-note grid,

but triplets and 32nd-notes are used sparingly at slow tem-

pos; Similarly, pitches are encoded in standard western

pitch categories (e.g., C#5, B4), ignoring most glissandi

and blue notes. However, many vocal performances sim-

ply cannot be faithfully represented in traditional score cat-

egories: as such, we included provisions for indicating, as

needed, unpitched or approximate pitch, “free” or approxi-

mate rhythms, glissandi, and blue notes—the complete de-

tails of these encodings are documented directly in the Co-

CoPops repository.

Ultimately, ten individuals contributed to our 214

melodic transcriptions: 94 transcriptions by the authors; 40

transcriptions by our four early collaborators, all graduate

students in music performance or theory; 10 transcriptions

by three (paid) undergraduate music students; and 70 tran-

4 Thanks to Hubert Léveillé Gauvin, Gary Yim, Dana DeVlieger, Lissa
Reed.

scriptions by one (paid) professional jazz performer, also

a graduate student in jazz performance at the time. When

transcribers were uncertain of their transcriptions, a sec-

ond transcriber would collaborate on the final version. We

gave our paid transcribers detailed instructions and have

personally vetted and edited all transcriptions for consis-

tency. The complete transcription guidelines are provided

in the supplementary materials.

The exact audio files used for the original McGill tran-

scriptions are not publicly available; for our transcriptions

we accessed targeted songs via YouTube, taking care to

confirm that each recording was the correct Billboard Hot

100 single. Unfortunately, some of the original McGill

transcriptions do not match the targeted single, instead

matching an album version, live version, or some other

version of the same song; In a few cases, we could not find

any recording that clearly matched the transcription. To

improve consistency, we elected to modify the harmonic

transcriptions for sixteen tracks to match the correct, sin-

gle version from the Hot 100 chart. In most cases, these

versions were very similar but slightly longer or shorter; in

a few cases, the alternate version was in a different key or

contained other significant differences. For these sixteen

altered versions, the original timestamps were discarded

and replaced with corrected timestamps in the correct sin-

gle version, as available on YouTube. The CoCoPops

repository includes files with links to each song’s reference

recording on YouTube, as well as MusicBrainz MBIDs for

our 214-song melodic transcription subset.

5. CONVERTING EXISTING DATA

To create the new data, we converted the preexisting Bill-

board and RS data into humdrum format. During this pro-

cess, we noted some errors in the Billboard transcriptions,

which we corrected in our new data. Our expertise (edu-

cation/credentials) in music performance and analysis are

comparable to the original transcribers’. Most of these er-
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rors are unambiguous—for instance, a measure of music

missing or a clear change of key that is not indicated. In

only a few cases our “corrections” might by considered de-

batable. All errors and corrections are documented in our

corpus repository. Each file in CoCoPops also includes

a wealth of meta-data, including track information—title,

original artist, release date, etc.—and sampling informa-

tion, like the rank on the Rolling Stone 500 list and chart

position on the Billboard Hot 100.

5.1 Billboard Data

We created a custom R script to convert the

original Billboard corpus files (available at

ddmal.music.mcgill.ca/research) into a humdrum rep-

resentation. The harmonic annotations are encoded in a

**harte spine with the timestamps in a **timestamp

spine. Along with the **harte representation, we

also include a **harm spine in each file: the humdrum

standard for representing Roman numerals. Whereas

the original harmonic transcriptions focus on the literal

pitch-content played by rhythm-section instruments (ig-

noring vocal parts), Roman numerals represent harmony

at a higher level of abstraction, incorporating the broader

tonal context. This means that, for example, open-fifth

“power chords” are interpreted as major or minor triads

(numerals) based on the key, context, and vocal melody.

For illustration, the original transcription of the track “I’m

Going Down,” by Bruce Springsteen, consists entirely

of two repeated patterns: A:5-E:5-F#:5-D:5 and

A:maj-E:maj-F#:min-D:maj. We interpret both of

these patterns as I-V-vi-IV. To create this **harm

information, we wrote an R script to parse each file and

replace under-specified chords (like C5) with the full triad

expected given the key-signature and/or explicit triads

indicated on the same root in the same song. This process

was effective in the vast majority of cases; however, for

songs with ambiguous modality we identified the triad

manually. The harmonic rhythm is also indicated in

the **harm spine using standard humdrum rhythmic

duration tokens.

The original McGill data includes two, parallel, formal

encodings: named sections (e.g., verse, chorus) and ab-

stract letters (e.g., AABA). These parallel encodings are

not redundant, as the transcribers used letters to indicate

more abstract repetition (mainly of chord progressions)—

for example, a guitar solo section which reuses the chord

progression from the verse will be labeled “solo”, but use

the same letter designation (e.g., A) as the verse. We en-

code both formal representations, independently, in hier-

archical https://www.humdrum.org/guide/ch20/: Abstract

formal labels are encoded in interpretation records of the

form *>Letter>A; formal names are encoded in sep-

arate records of the form *>Label>Verse. Phrases

in the music (originally represented with line breaks) are

indicated by the presence of the token newline in a

**phrase spine, with a parallel **leadinstrument

spine for lead-instrument annotations.

Transcribers worked in music notation software of

their choice (e.g., Musescore, Sibelius) transcribing pitch,

rhythm, and lyrics. The transcription was then exported

into musicXML format. We wrote a Haskell program to

parse musicXML scores into humdrum notation (**kern

for pitch/rhythm, and **silbe for lyrics), and align this

information with the already generate humdrum data de-

scribed in the previous paragraphs. When transcribers in-

cluded more than one vocal part for a song, each part ap-

pears as a separate pair of spines(**kern and **silbe)

in the humdrum file.

5.2 Rolling Stone Data

The RS200 dataset is available at rockcorpus.midside.com,

with data for each song encoded in four or five sepa-

rate files—Figure 1 shows three such files. In addition,

David Temperley provided us with files indicating the

hierarchical structure built into their original transcrip-

tions, which can be interpreted as formal labels. We

created a Haskell program to parse these files and gen-

erate a single humdrum-syntax file for each track. 5 In

some cases, we had to correct inconsistencies between

harmonic and melodic transcriptions—e.g., music notated

as 4/4 in the harmonic analysis but 12/8 in the melodic

transcription. Each humdrum file created includes two

**harm spines, representing Temperley and de Clercq’s

separate harmonic transcriptions, labeled with comment

tokens ‘!D.T.’ or ‘!T.d.C’ respectively. The RS200’s origi-

nal step-sequencer-like approach to rhythm transcription is

faithfully encoded using humdrum’s “timebase” function

where *tb interpretations indicate the duration of each

step. For the 80-song subset with lyrics, a **silbe spine

indicates the lyric alongside a **stress spine to indicate

three levels of lexical/prosodic stress.

The original RS200 transcriptions indicate only tonal

center (tonic), not mode, which can be ambiguous in pop-

ular music [3]. For consistency with the Billboard data,

the key in each **harm spine is indicated as either major

or minor, depending on what would be the most likely in-

terpretation. The RS200 melodic transcriptions do include

key-signature-like indications of raised/lowered scale de-

grees. Using these scale indications and the humdrumR

package [16], we were able to convert the original scale-

degree representation to **kern in the final dataset.

6. VALENCE AND AROUSAL SUBSET

In addition to the musical data itself, we gathered

continuous-response ratings of perceived valence and

arousal, in a 100-song subset of the Billboard data. Va-

lence and arousal are the two core dimensions of Russel’s

circumplex model of affect [17], and, while perhaps lim-

iting [18, 19], has been used widely in both music per-

ception research [18, 20] and music emotion recognition

(MER) [21–23]. We focused on valence and arousal due

to their simplicity (i.e., only two variables) and ubiquity

5 Though the music21 Python library [15] includes a parser for the
RS200 harmonic transcriptions, it was easier to assure consistency and
alignment between melodic, harmonic, lyrical, and formal information
by using a single custom parser.
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Figure 4. Left: distribution of absolute pitches in each corpus. Middle: distribution of 15 most common scale degrees in

each corpus. Right: distribution of ten most common functional harmonies in each corpus (11 in total), sorted by rank in the

Billboard data. (Only Temperley’s harmonic annotations are counted; Immediate repetitions of a chord are not counted.)

in the literature, though it is acknowledged that there are

likely additional, overlooked dimensions such as tension

and power [24]. Since arousal is highly correlated with

sound level, we also include the rolling RMS values for

each track in an **rms spine.

6.1 Perceptual Data

Perceptual data was gathered in a human-subject exper-

iment, approved by Georgia Tech’s Institutional Review

Board (protocol H22086). Eighty participants took part

in our experiment, each paid $15 for their time. All par-

ticipants were students at Georgia Tech, and were mainly

non-music majors. Experiments took place in person, in

a sound-attenuated booth using professional-quality loud-

speakers set at the same fixed sound-level for all partici-

pants. Participants used a physical slider (Monogram Cre-

ative) to make their continuous ratings, with the slider po-

sition sampled every 500ms.

The concepts of valence and arousal were explained to

each participant in simple terms: arousal being how calm-

energetic they perceived the music to be at any given mo-

ment, and valence being the polarity (negative-positive) of

the music [25]. Participants were instructed to rate what

they perceived the music to express, not necessarily what

they themselves felt. Since continuously tracking valence

and arousal simultaneously is challenging, we had partic-

ipants rate each independently—the same approach taken

for the DEAM dataset [11]. The authors of the DEAM

project also reported an increase in the usability (i.e. vari-

ation) [11] of the ratings when they used full songs as op-

posed to shorter clips; Accordingly, participants in our ex-

periment listened to the full songs. To encourage sustained

engagement and attention throughout the experiment, we

had each participant rate only ten songs. Participants were

randomly assigned to rate valence in five songs and arousal

in the other five, with the order of tasks counterbalanced.

Ultimately, each of the 100 songs was independently rated

for valence and arousal by eight different participants (four

for valence and four for arousal). The full experiment took

approximately forty minutes.

Files in the 100-song subset include independent

**valence, **arousal, and **rms spines. The four

independent arousal and valence ratings are encoded in the

same spine, in space-separated humdrum sub-tokens.

7. SUMMARY

The CoCoPops corpus includes complete melodic and har-

monic data for 398 unique popular songs released be-

tween 1949 and 2002. 95% of songs (379) come from

the years 1956–1991 with more than half (203) from the

years 1965–1980. The corpus includes 145,822 note on-

sets (86,215 in the Billboard subset), 37,010 chord changes

(19,682 in the Billboard subset), and 63,809 words in the

lyrics (48,018 in the Billboard subset). Figure 4 shows

the distributions, in each subcorpus, of three fundamental

pitch parameters—absolute pitch height, scale degree, and

the ten most frequent Roman numerals. Though the two

subcorpora originate in data generated by different sam-

pling criteria and different measurement/encoding proce-

dures (see Section 5), these distributions are nonetheless

broadly similar, highlighting the potential value of treating

these two separate subcorpora as a single united corpus.

The CoCoPops dataset is hosted at

github.com/Computational-Cognitive-Musicology-

Lab/CoCoPops, shared under a CC-BY-4.0 license. Many

further methodological and encoding details are included

in the repository files, as well as our recommendations

about the usage, distribution, and citation of the data.
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